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Possible Essay Topics for Midterm in ECON 328, Fall 2015 

 

I From Tribes to States 

I.A Tribes versus States: prominent differences; universals for human populations; 
structure of the brain; spoken language; lack of hierarchy; magic and appeal to 
transcendental forces in tribal societies 

I.B Violence versus cooperative drives: the nature of the human brain (frontal lobe 
main site for cost/benefit calculating, strategic thinking versus other centres of the brain 
generating violent responses 

I.C Long-run growth in per capita income: estimates by Maddison; life expectancy 

I.D Long-run social development (Ian Morris): energy capture, social organization, 
military capacity, and literacy/communication 

I.E Eastern and Western cores in the Morris framework 

I.F From hunting and gathering to settled agriculture with domesticated plants 
and animals: graphical analysis, the increase in hours worked, specialization and division of 
labour and the expansion of market activity (the Neolithic Revolution) 

 

Note: See posting of September 14 on www.carlmosk.com for notes on 
hunting and gathering and the Neolithic Revolution 

 

I.G The military power equation and the marginalization of hunting and gathering 
peoples by settled agricultural societies 

I.H Nomadic peoples of Central Asia: The Central Asian Cultural Complex 

I.I The development of writing, numbers and monetary system (sea snall shells, 
coins: East and West); difference between logogram solution to creating a written 
language as opposed to alphabet or syllable formulation (kana in Japanese for 
instance); borrowing writing systems, spawning hybrid writing systems (for instance 
written Japanese). 

Note: See posting of September 15 for notes on writing, coinage, 
and Axial Thought 

http://www.carlmosk.com/
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II Axial Thought in East and West 

 II.A From ritual to myth to Axial thought 

 II.B Religious elites and government elites in states: competition and cooperation 

 II.C Sage-rulers versus ruler-sages: the tension between Axial thought and practical 
government  

 II.E Hinduism and Buddhism: karma, caste, ahimsa, specialization and division of 
labour, appeal of Buddhism to lower castes, Buddha as the religious hero purifying religion 

 

Note: See posting of September 20 dealing with Hinduism and 
Buddhism 

 II.F Judaism and the Hebrew Prophets: Creation, Covenant and the Messiah as the 
sage-ruler of the future (West Axial Thought 1) 

 II.G Greek thought: Socrates, Plato and the philosopher-king (West Axial Thought 
2) 

 II.H Confucianism: the Mandate of Heaven, Personal Virtue (the civilized “way”) 
should characterize the elite, ritual practice and veneration of the ancestors (East Axial 
Thought 1) 

 II.I Taoism in China; the natural “way”; temples, monks; coexistence of Buddhist 
thought with Taoist thought in China (its spread across the Silk Road) 

 

Note: See posting of September 24 dealing with Taoism and Distrust 
of Merchants in the First Axial Age 

 

 II.J Super-virtue and the denigrating of commercial market activity in Axial 
thought; distrust of merchants and materialism; threat from corruption and Central Asians 

Note: See posting of September 28 for Axial Thought Summary and 
Materialist versus Non-Materialist Theories of the Great Divergence 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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III A Malthusian World 

 III.A The Malthusian equilibrium: the inverse relationship between the positive and 
preventative checks, the iron law of wages, and the existence of a culturally defined standard 
of living, a negative feedback system 

 III.B The Mongol invasions of the 13th century: the military power equation  

 III.C The Black Death as a natural experiment in economic history: population size 
and real wages in England 

 III.D Was England governed by the preventative check? Evidence  

 III.E Short-run population dynamics and climatic variation in pre-industrial societies, 
the importance of exogenous changes in food production and food prices upon fertility and 
mortality 

 III.F The Hutterite indices used to compare Malthusian regimes in East and West: 
the impact of culture, hence Axial thought 

 III.G Gregory Clark’s theory of escape from the Malthusian trap: the importance of 
genetic transmission and reproductive success 

 

  


